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ULTRASONIC  INVESTIGATION OF THE SUPERCONDUCTING  PROPERTIES 
OF THE  Nb-Mo  SYSTEM 
SECTION 1. INTRODUCTION 
Superconductivity is an  exciting  and  mysterious field  which  has  challenged  scientists and engineers 
for  three generations. Besides superfluidity,  it is the only macroscopic manifestation  of  quantum mechanics. 
The  superconducting  state is considered an  ordered  quantum  state  of  the  conduction  electrons  of  the metal. 
The electrons responsible for  superconductivity are weakly bound in ordered pairs  below  some  critical or 
transition  temperature, Tc, below  which a superconductor loses all dc electrical resistance. For  temperatures 
above Tc the  electrons become disordered  and behave as electrons  in a normal  metal. 
The first  comprehensive  microscopic theory  of  superconductivity was published by Bardeen,  Cooper, 
and Schireffer (BCS) [ 11 who provided an explanation  for  both  the measured  equilibrium properties  such as 
specific heat  and  the  nonequilibrium  properties  such as microwave absorption  and ultrasonic attenuation. 
The BCS theory assumed that  the  conduction  electrons  interact  with each other and form  bound pairs through 
the exchange of lattice phonons. The superconducting bound pairs, often called Cooper pairs, form  the  ground 
state  for a superconductor. At absolute  zero  temperature, all conduction  electrons are in the  superconducting 
ground  state which is separated  from  the  conduction  band by an energy gap A(0). At  a  finite temperature 
between absolute zero  and  Tc,  the  superconductor  contains  three  electronic  components:  The  ground  state 
superconducting pairs and  thermally  excited  states  occupied  either singly or  in pairs similar to  the  situation 
in the normal metal.  The thermally excited  states  must have energies greater than  the  temperature  dependent 
energy gap A(T). For direct  ultrasonic  or  electromagnetic  excitation, a  minimum  energy of 2A(T) must be 
applied to the  superconducting  ground  state pairs to excite  them  into  the  conduction  band. 
Ultrasonic attenuation  experiments by Bommel [2] on  Pb  and by  Mackinnon [3] on Sn had preceded 
the BCS theory  by 2 years and  had shown that ultrasonic waves are absorbed by the  conduction  band elec- 
trons.  The  absorption mechanism can be thought of in terms of a deformation of the crystal lattice, where 
the electrons try to follow  the  deformation  and in the process absorb or create  phonons  with a correspond- 
ing change  in the  momentum of the  electrons. Figure 1 shows a  typical  result of the way sound is absorbed 
in  a pure  superconducting  metal.  The  background  attenuation is usually independent  of  temperature,  but 
the  attenuation  due to the  electrons increases because of the increase in the electron's mean free path Qe 
which  increases at  low  temperatures because of less scattering from  thermal  phonons (curves a and c). The 
normal electron  attenuation an usually approaches a  limiting value when Qe is limited  by  impurity  scattering 
in the metal. The  ultrasonic wave is still absorbed  at  intermediate  temperatures  in a superconductor (curve b) 
due to  the thermally excited  electrons above the  superconducting energy  gap A(T). The  electronic  contri- 
bution to the  ultrasonic  attenuation vanishes at  low  temperatures since all the  electrons are in  the  super- 
conducting  ground  state. Because the energy of  the  phonons associated with ultrasonic waves is much less 
than  the energy  gap, the observed acoustic response  samples only  the  thermal  excitation  spectrum  in  the 
conduction  band  of  the  superconductor, where the  thermal  excitation  spectrum is specified by  the  Fermi 
function f(A/T). 
The BCS theory  provided  the basic equation governing the ultrasonic attenuation observed  by 
Bommel and  Mackinnon 
(a,b) MAGNETIC FIELD H = 0 
-"" (c) H>Hc 
1 
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Figure 1. Usual temperature  dependent  ultrasonic  attenuation in  a pure  superconductor. 
where as is the  attenuation when the  electrons are superconducting  and an is the  attenuation  for  normal elec- 
trons. Longitudinal ultrasonic  attenuation is governed only by the  absolute  temperature  and  the  temperature 
dependent energy gap. The normalized  energy  gap A* = A(T)/A(O) was found  in  the BCS theory  to be a 
function  only  of  the reduced temperature t = T/Tc  for all superconductors.  The BCS theory also showed 
that  the  ratio 2A(0)/kTc in  the weak coupling limit is a constant for all superconductors  with a value of 3.52. 
Typical BCS curves of A* and aS/ffn wil be  presented  in Section 11. 
Equation (1) was originally derived for  an  isotropic, weakly coupled (Tc/BD 4 0.01) super- 
conductor  with  qQe > > 1, where q is the ultrasonic wave number  and OD the  Debye  temperature. 
Kresin [4] extended equation (1) to  the case qQe < < 1, and Tsuneto [SI showed that it should be 
valid for all qQe . Calculations by Ambegaokar [ 6 ]  showed that  the same equation should apply for the 
strongly coupled  superconductors  when qQe > > 1. 
Equation (1) has been experimentally  tested  with  hundreds of experiments using most  of the known 
pure superconductors  in  the periodic table.  In general, the  experimental  results  tend to agree with  the  theory, 
except  for  somewhat smaller attenuation (1 to 5 percent)  for  temperatures near Tc. 
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The  first  ultrasonic  attenuation  measurements  [7,8] oh superconducting  Nb agreed with  equation 
(1). Using shear waves with qQe < 1, Levy [7] obtained reasonably good  agreement  between his data  on 
Nb[ 1 101 and  the BCS theory by assuming the energy gap at absolute zero  A(0) to be given by A E 2A (0)/kTc 
= 3.6 to 4.0. Small departures  from  theory  for 0.3 < t < 0.8 were not discussed by Levy but will be shown 
in this report to be due to the purity  of his sample. Weber [8] obtained  excellent agrement with  theory  for 
Nb samples with  longitudinal waves and qQe - 1 along the principal symmetry axes by using energy gaps of 
A = 3.63  -+0.06.  Ikushima [9] found reasonable  agreement with  the BCS theory  for  longitudinal waves and 
A = 3.5 kO.1. 
Perz [IO] was the  first to report  any significant  deviations from  the BCS theory.  The energy gap of 
his samples at T = 0 was approximately  the same as previously reported (A = 3.5 to 3.8), but  he  noted  two 
additional effects: 
1. A  decreases as qQe increases. 
2. The energy  gap  A* e A (T)/A(O) deviated  significantly from  the BCS value for 0.3 < t < 0.9. 
Tsuda [ 111, independently and at  approximately  the same time, also reported deviations from  the BCS theory 
for a  polycrystalline  sample of  Nb  with longitudinal waves and  qQe << 1. His results seem to fit a BCS type 
curve yith A = 4.4 for t = 1 and  another BCS type curve with A = 3.5 for t < 0.4. In a subsequent  paper, 
Tsuda [ 121 showed that  the observed  deviations were related to  the  purity  of his samples as expressed  by the 
resistivity ratio r R300/R4. Previously reported BCS behavior was found  for r = 200, but  for r 5 400 
non-BCS behavior was observed. 
A report  on  the  ultrasonic  attenuation measurements of high purity  Nb  and  two alloys with Mo is 
included  in Section 11. I t  will also be shown  that  the results on pure Nb[ 1001 agree with  the measurements 
reported  by Perz  and  Tsuda  and  that these  results combined  with  those  of Levy, Weber, Perz,  and Tsuda 
demonstrate  that  the measured  energy  gap  in Nb depends strongly on  the value of Qe but is probably  inde- 
pendent of qQe. It will then be shown  that  the  attenuation results for  Nb can be understood  in terms of two 
energy  gaps,  and  finally, the  impact of these  measurements on the BCS theory  and  the need for a  modified 
BCS theory  to explain values of A > 4.0 will be discussed. 
Attenuation results for Nb-9%Mo[ 1 101 and Nb-S%Mo[ 1001 will also be reported.  It will be shown 
that due to  two  other  effects  it s difficult to interpret  the results of Nb-Mo alloys  in  terms of a simple energy 
gap. The  resonance effect  has been studied previously and  the  other  effect, a  second superconducting phase, 
SUggeStS a new  application  of ultrasonics in  the  study of the  superconducting  properties  of alloy  supercon- 
ductors. 
Alloys of Nb-Mo were chosen  for this study because of the following  three  criteria: 
1. Nb is a strongly  coupled  superconductor  with  the highest transition  temperature  (9.2 K), while 
Mo is a weakly coupled  superconductor  with a low  transition  temperature (0.9 K). Alloys of  Nb  and Mo 
have a  linear relationship  between  Tc  and Mo composition.  It was hoped  that some  insight could be gained 
concerning the  deleterious  effects  on  Nb  of small amounts  of Mo. 
2. Previous measurements,  such as  specific heat  and  lattice  constants,  had  been  made on the Nb-Mo 
system. Thus,  ultrasonic  measurements in Nb-Mo can be compared  and analyzed in terms of other results. 
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3. Nb  and Nb-Mo alloys  are borderline  Type I1 superconductors. A study  of these  materials could 
assist in determining  whether  or  not  Type I1 superconductors  differ basically from  Type I superconductors 
in  their microscopic properties. Preliminary  magnetic  results for very pure  Nb  indicate  that  pure  Nb  may be 
approaching the limit which  separates  Type I and  Type I1 superconductors. 
As a parallel study to the  attenuation  measurements on the Nb-Mo system,  the velocities of  sound 
and  corresponding elastic constants  of  the Nb-Mo system were accurately measured. I t  was hoped  that these 
measurements could be correlated  with  the  superconducting  properities  of  the  system, since the  theories  of 
McMillan [13]  and  Hopfield [ 141 indicated  that a strong  correlation  should  exist.  The  measurements indicated 
that no significant correlation  exists,  and  that  either  there is a basic weakness  in the  theory  or  that  much 
higher  frequencies not available to ultrasonic techniques  must be considered. 
Finally, this  study  reports on the  extremely small changes in  the velocity of sound or elastic constants 
associated  with the  superconducting  transitions of Nb  and Nb-9%Mo. Although no theory  exists  to explain 
these data,  measurements  of small velocity changes in superconductors have  been  previously reported. 
Deaton [ 151 has  recently  reported  measurements on Pb[l 101 and Yee [ 161 on Sn. This study indicates that 
extreme care must be used in interpreting  the results of  such  ultrasonic velocity measurements  due  to  apparent 
velocity changes caused by the  attenuation in the sample. An equation will be derived to relate the observed 
velocity changes to  the observed attenuation changes. 
SECTION II. ATTENUATION MEASUREMENTS 
A. Experimental Technique 
The ultrasonic attenuation of samples of  pure  Nb, Nb-S%Mo, and Nb-9%Mo  was measured using the 
pulse-echo  technique. Radio  frequency pulses of 2 to 4 vs duration  and 10 to 50 MHz frequency are impressed 
across an  X-cut  quartz  transducer  bonded  to  the  flat  end face of a  cylindrical  sample. The pulsed rf electric 
field produces an ultrasonic pulse that passes into  the specimen. The same quartz  transducer is used to detect 
the  ultrasonic  echo  pattern  produced  by  the  repeated reflection of  the  sound  between  the  two parallel end 
faces. A schematic of the  electronics used to determine  the  attenuation as a function  of  temperature is illus- 
trated in Figure 2. The  ultrasonic  attenuation was determined  by measuring the  amplitude  of a  selected echo 
with a boxcar  integrator.  The analog averaging technique  of  the  boxcar  integrator increases the signal-to-noise 
ratio of the measurement  and allows measurement of very small changes  in attenuation. We have measured 
relative changes in attenuation of 1 X dB/cm using the technique reported here. 
Oscilloscope tracings of typical echo  patterns  for  three  different  temperatures are  shown  in  Figure 3 
where the  numbers  at  the  top  of  each  picture refer to  the scale setting  of  the oscilloscope. The tracings in the 
center  of each photograph  show  the first echo with an  expanded  time scale (500 nslcm). Figures 3A and 3B 
show  the increase in normal electron  attenuation as the  temperature  of  the sample is decreased to Tc. Figure 
3C shows the decrease in  the  electronic  contribution to the  attenuation  when  the sample is cooled  to 4.2 K. 
The gate of the boxcar integrator is also shown in Figure 3. 
A  schematic of the sample holder used in the  experiments is shown in Figure 4. The sample holder 
consists of a copper cylinder containing  the sample,  a  germanium thermometer, a constantan  heater,  and a 
carbon  temperature  control  thermometer.  The  entire sample holder is contained in an evacuated copper can 
(0.1 Torr), since earlier measurements  had  shown  the unreliability of attenuation  data  taken  at  atmospheric 
pressure. Each sample was fitted  with a different machined copper  cylinder to help  insure  good thermal 
contact  between  the sample and  the  copper sample holder. Also to help minimize thermal gradients  across 
the sample, all leads to  the sample holder were thermally grounded to the  outside  copper  can. 
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Figure 2. Schematic for ultrasonic attenuation  experiment. 
A. T = 18 K B. T = Tc = 9.2 K 
C.  T = 4.2 K 
Figure 3. Oscilloscope traces for a  typical echo  pattern  at  three  different  temperatures  for Nb [ 1001. 
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The  temperature  of  the  sample was measured by a germanium resistance thermometer  calibrated 
with respect to a secondary  standard  provided  by  the Oak Ridge National  Laboratory.  The  calibration curve 
is believed to be  correct to within 2 mK. 
The samples were oriented to within *1 degree of  their  principal axis using the  Laue X-ray technique. 
After  orientation,  the  end faces of  the samples  were  polished flat  and parallel to within 2 seconds of arc. After 
polishing, no  evidence of surface  damage could be detected  by X  rays; however,  examination with a  microscope 
revealed several small scratches of 1 pm widths.  No evidence of  pits  or voids could  be  optically  or acoustically 
detected (A = 0.01 cm). 
X-cut quartz  transducers  of 5 and 10 MHz fundamental  frequency were bonded  to  the surface of  the 
crystals using Dow Corning 200 silicone  fluid with a viscosity of 60 X IO3 centistokes. To  help minimize 
diffraction  and  end  effects,  the  diameters  of  the  quartz  transducers were all less than  the diameters of the 
samples. After  the samples were cooled to liquid  nitrogen  temperature,  the  ultrasonic  echo  patterns were 
found to be exponential.  An  example  of  exponential decay  in  Figure  SA  can  be compared  with an example 
of nonexponential decay in  Figure 5B for  the same  sample. The  nonexponential decay seen in Figure 5B was 
caused by a scratch 20 pm wide across the polished  surface of the  example.  Evidently,  the small scratch  on 
the sample's surface greatly  intensifies  the  diffraction losses in the sample. No  measurements were made 
when the decay pattern was found to be nonexponential. 
A typical  experiment  consisted  of  plotting on an X-Y recorder  the  height  of a  selected echo as a 
function  of resistance of the  germanium  thermometer.  The  temperature  of  the sample was slowly increased 
from 4.2 K to  about 10 K at  an average rate of about 1 mK/s using a commercial  temperature  controller. 
The  above procedure was then  repeated for decreasing temperature. Several times  during each experimental 
run, a sensitive digital voltmeter was used to accurately measure the resistance of the germanium thermo- 
meter. In this manner,  any  nonlinearity (z 1 percent) of the  dc amplifiers could be checked. Also if any 
nonlinear  effects  of  the rf amplifiers  were suspected  during  the  course  of  an  experiment,  the above procedure 
was repeated  for a different  echo  or  for a different gain of  the rf  amplifier. 
The  normal-state  electron  attenuation an was measured by repeating the above measurements while 
the sample was in a  magnetic  field H> HcZ (4.2 K).  As a  final experiment,  the  superconducting  electron 
attenuation as was measured for T < 4.2 .K by pumping  on  the  liquid  helium.  The  method used to calculate 
both  the normal and  superconducting  attenuation is  given in Appendix A. 
B. Results of the Normal Electron Attenuation 
Using the  concept  of a viscous electron gas attenuating  sound, Mason [ 171 has  shown  that  the  normal- 
state  electron  attenuation  for  longitudinal waves an is given by 
where N is the  electron  number  density  and o is the ultrasonic frequency;  m, vF and  Qe, respectively, are the 
free-electron mass, the  Fermi velocity, and  the  electron mean  free path; p is the  material  density;  and vL is 
longitudinal velocity of  sound. A good discussion of  normal  electron  attenuation  can be found in  Reference 18. 
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A. Normal exponential decay pattern Nb [ 1101 30 MHz long. 
B. Severe diffraction losses Nb [ 1101 50 MHz long. 
Figure 5.  Comparison of exponential  and  nonexponential decay. 
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For all samples and frequencies, qPe was much less than  unity  except  for  the case of  the very pure 
Nb[100]  sample where qQe was of  the  order of unity.  The  electron  mean  free  path Qe was estimated  for these 
samples by measuring their resistivity ratio I‘. The  method used to measure I’ and  calculate Qe is given in 
Appendix B  where other  material  characterizations  such as Tc  and  impurity  content are  also reported. Since 
Qe is proportional to s, the  ratio  of an for Nb[  1101 and Nb-9%Mo[ 1 101 was found to be equal to the  ratio 
of  their respective r. Although r of Nb[  1001 could  not be measured  directly  by  dc  methods, r was estimated 
to be 6500 by using the  ratio  of an for Nb[100] and Nb-S%Mo[lOO]. This  compares favorably to  the values 
of 6000 to 7500  obtained  by Sekula’ for  the same material using the  eddy  current  technique.  Thus, this Nb 
sample  has  a resistivity ratio  approximately 10  times  greater than  any  Nb  for  which  acoustical  measurements 
have previously been  reported. 
In Figure 6, an is plotted as  a function  of  frequency o for Nb-9%Mo. From  the slope of the straight 
line, an is seen to be proportional  to om , where m = 2.0 * 0.1 for qQe << 1.  The  two  attenuation measure- 
ments on Nb have also shown a o2 dependency  for qQe = 1.  Therefore,  the validity of  equation  (2)  for  the 
Nb-Mo system  for  the  two main variables w and Qe have been shown.  It is indeed remarkable that  for a com- 
plicated s and d band  structure  of Nb.  a  free electron model holds  for a 600-fold  change  in Qe (i.e., from  the 
extreme case of impurity-limited  scattering in the  “dirty”  superconductor Nb-9%Mo to the  other  extreme 
case of  phonon-limited  scattering  of very pure Nb). 
Since an is proportional to Qe , a plot of an versus temperature provides  a method  of  studying 
Qe versus temperature (at least for qQe < 1). In Figure 7, an for  Nb[100]  normalized  to  an(T = Tcj is 
plotted  for 0.5 < t < 1.5. As seen from  the slope of  the  straight lines, Qe is proportional to tn  with 
n = -3.2 for t 2 1 and n = -1.6 for t < 1. The discontinuity in the  slope  at t = 1 is due  to  the decrease 
in Qe with  the  application of a  magnetic field parallel to d. 
The  T3 behavior of  Nb  is very different  from  the Bloch T5  law  for  the  low-temperature lectrical 
resistivity of simple metals. Recently, Kaveli [ 191 has criticized the Bloch theory even for  the simple  metals, 
such as Na. Also, recently, Campbell [20]  has derived a T3 behavior for alloys. His argument is based on  the 
nonconservation of momentum  for  electrons  scattering  from  phonons in the  dirtylimit  of  an alloy. The  data 
derived for this report  indicate  that his results  may be more  general and  apply  for  the  pure  transition elements. 
C. Results of Superconducting Attenuation in Nb[1001 
In Figure 8, as/an for  Nb[ 1001  has  been plotted  with  longitudinal waves of  frequency 45.9 MHz. 
The  background  attenuation is approximately 5 percent of an for this crystal. Also given in Figure 8 are 
the BCS curves for  the  normal energy gap A E 2 4  (0)/kTc = 3.52 and  the BCS curve for  an  abnormal energy 
gap A = 7.0. The deviations of  the  experimental  points from the  normal BCS curve  are very substantial. The 
initial reaction was to try to attribute  the discrepancies between  the  experiment  and  the BCS theory to 
various possible apparatus problems. Some  of these attempts are discussed in Appendix C. No way was 
found to explain  these  discrepancies in  terms of a faulty  experiment.  For  the following  reasons, it  is believed 
that these data present an accurate  picture  of  the behavior of high-purity Nb[ 1001 (r = 6500): 
1. S. Sekula, Private Communication, Oak Ridge National  Laboratory. 
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Figure 6 .  Normal Electron  attenuation as a function of ultrasonic  frequency. 
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Figure 7. Reduced normal  electron  attenuation as a function  of reduced temperature (The curves 
a and b  are experimental whereas curve c  shows Bloch’s T5 Law). 
1 .  The results are reproducible with respect to increasing and decreasing temperature. 
2. The  data are  reproducible with respect to measurements  made on different echos. This would 
reveal any nonlinearity of the rf amplifier  system. 
3. The signal-to-noise ratio  of  the  experiment is about 200. 
4. The  results are reproducible with respect to frequency (i.e., qQe varies from 0.1 to 1.3). 
5. Figure 9 shows the resulting  effective  energy gap of  the sample when  equation (1) is solved for 
A(T)/kTc using the  data  of Figure 8. The effective  energy  gap approaches  the BCS value 3.5 as the temper- 
ature t approaches zero. 
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Figure 8. Superconducting and normal electron  attenuation in Nb[100] (Curve a  is  the BCS theory 
for A = 3.53; curve b is the BCS type curve with A = 7.0). 
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6. Similar, although  much less apparent, discrepancies have  been  obtained by several different 
experimenters using Nb, Pb,  and  Sn. 
7. The  effect  can be explained simply by  the  assumption  that  Nb  has  two energy gaps. 
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Figure 9. Effective  energy  gap  in Nb [ 1001 (Curve a is the BCS theory  for A = 3.52; 
curve  b is the BCS type curve with A = 9.0). 
Items 5 , 6 ,  and 7 will be discussed separately. Two  interesting  observations may be made in Figures 
8 and 9. The first is the previously mentioned  fact  that  the gap approaches  the BCS value for  low tempera- 
tures. Other investigators have noted  that  if a material should  have two gaps, the  attenuation  data will 
approach  the smaller of  the  two gaps as the  temperature  approaches  zero. This can be seen easily from  the 
exponential behavior of  the BCS attenuation  equation  at low temperatures.  The  second observation about 
the  data  on Nb [loo] is that  for t<" 1 there is an extremely rapid  decrease  in the  attenuation corresponding 
to a possibly anomalously large energy gap. The  attenuation results of  the  Nb investigated  here are very 
similar to those  of  Pb as noted by Deaton [21].  Claiborne [ 2 2 ]  has also reported  anomalously large gaps 
in Sn. 
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Both  of  the  observations based on data  of  these  experiments  can be seen  in the  data  of  Perz [IO] 
and  Tsuda [ 111 taken  from  ultrasonic  attenuation  measurements on Nb. The  major  differences  between  the 
three  sets  of  data  are  in  the  magnitude  of  the  effect.  In  the  Nb  sample  investigated,  the  deviations  with  respect 
to  BCS are  much  more  pronounced.  It is believed,  however, that  the  differences in the  data  can be explained 
in terms  of  the  purity'of  the  Nb  samples used. Tsuda [ 121  has shown  that  ultrasonic  attenuation in Nb  has 
the usual BCS behavior  for  samples  with I' 2 200 and  an  anomalous  behavior  for I'5 400. Tsuda  also showed 
that  the  anomaly  increased  for  a  sample  with r = 800.  From Perz's normal  state  attenuation  data,  it is esti- 
mated  that his  samples  had r's of  about 400. In  a  more  recent  paper,  Perz gives = 300,  although  there is 
no way to  tell  if this is one  of  the  original samples. As previously noted, I" of  our  Nb  sample was estimated 
to be 6500.  Calculations  by  Garland  [23] reveal that  the energy gap anisotropy  in  the  transition  metals will 
be smeared out  by  the s-d scattering  unless  the  metal  has  a  purity I" - lo4. Therefore,  based  upon both 
experimental  observation  and  theoretical  calculations,  it seems reasonable to  attribute  the  discrepancies  to 
the  high  purity of the  Nb  sample. 
Following  the  suggestion  of  Claiborne  [24] , the Nb attenuation  data were  analyzed by assuming 
Ai 
(Ysl"n = exp[Ai/kT] ' 
1 
where the  sum is over the  various  energy  bands  for  the  material. This was accomplished  by  plotting  the  log 
of as/an as a  function  of  1/T.  If  one assumes that 
in some  temperature  ranges,  the  slope of the curve at  a given temperature  would  correspond  to an  effective 
energy  gap B(T) = A(T). 
It was found  that  the  data  could be described  by  three  straight  lines (i.e., B is constant  for  some 
given temperature  range).  These  temperature ranges and  corresponding values of B and  2A/kTc were the 
following: 
1. 1 < t G 0.971, B = 23  and  2A/kTc = 46, 
2. 0.962 G t G 0.893, B = 8.68  and  2A/kTc = 17.3, 
3.  0.813 S t  G 0.24, B = 1.65  and  2A/kTc = 3.30. 
Except  for  the  third  case,  this  analysis is difficult to  accept;  one  obvious  objection is the  astronomical value 
of 2A/kTc = 46 for case  1. Another  conceptual  difficulty is the  constant value for  the  effective  energy  gap 
B for  the  first  two cases. 
The  above  analysis  does  provide,  however,  a  feeling  of  how  rapidly  the  attenuation  drops in the 
temperature range t 2 0.9. It  is  tempting to try to analyze  the region of  the  rapid  drop  in  terms of the 
calculations of Bobetic  [25]  who used the BCS equations  and  calculated a,/an for h / A ,  > 0.5 (the  normal 
BCS results apply forfiIiw/A, << 1). In the present case,-fiw/A, = 1 X and+iw/A will not be of the 
order  of  one  until  t 5 0.999.  There is no reason,  therefore, to consider  that  this  anomalous  drop  in  attenu- 
ation is due to ultrasonic  phonon  energies  approaching  the value of  the  energy gap. 
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D. Model for in Pure Nb 
Calculations by  Garland [23] indicate  that  the clean state  for  the  transition  metals will  be experi- 
mentally distinguishable from  the  dirty  state  by  the presence of at  least  two  partially  decoupled energy gaps 
which  are,  in  general, anisotropic. Since no  microscopic theory  of  ultrasonic  attenuation  in  pure  two-band 
superconductors  exists, a  phenomenological theory  which  is based upon  the  conclusions  of a  microscopic 
theory wiU be proposed.  The simpIest assumption is that  the  attenuation  may be  expressed in  the following 
form: 
where 
i = 1 or 2, and F, is the  fraction  of  the  ultrasonic  attenuation  due to the  electrons associated with  A, . As a 
boundary condition' for all  T < Tc, F,  must vanish when A,  vanishes, and F, must be equal to unity  when 
A2 vanishes. With this  in  mind,  the following equation was chosen  for all temperatures below T,: 
Now if one normalizes the energy gaps A, * Ai(T)/Ai(0), F, becomes 
It seems reasonable to assume that  the normalized  energy gaps Ai* follow  the usual BCS behavior; therefore, 
A, * = A, * if the  two gaps have the same  Tc. F, is now a constant,  independent  of  temperature,  and given by 
F, = ( 1  t A,/A,}- '  (9) 
where Ai = 2Ai(0)/kTc.  If the gaps have two  different Tc, equation (8) must be used  where F, would be a 
function  of  temperature.  The  data  from this study on Nb would  suggest that  only  one Tc must be considered 
for pure Nb but  that  two  different Tc must be  considered for  the Nb-Mo alloys. 
Figure 10 shows an  optimum  fit  of  equations (5) and (9) to  the  data when A, = 3.4 and A2 = 10. 
The value of A, is in  reasonable  agreement  with the  current microscopic theory,  but  the value of A, is 
difficult to  understand even for  strongly  coupled  superconductors, where 2A(0)/kTc = 4. Figure 10 also 
shows that A, is independent  of,  or  at least only weakly dependent  on, qQe 1. The  data in this report, 
combined  with  the  data  of Tsuda and  Perz, suggest that A, is strongly  dependent  on  the  purity  of  the  Nb 
sample (i.e., Qe) as suggested by Garland's two-energy-band model. 
2. This  boundary  condition  only requires that  equation (5) fit a BCS superconductor  with a single energy gap. 
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Figure 10. Superconducting  attenuation in Nb [ 1001 showing that  the  anomalous results are 
independent  of qQe. (Curve a is the BCS theory  for A = 3.52; curve  b is  the  two 
energy-gap model  with A, = 3.4 and A, = 10). 
Tsuda has  shown  that  one energy gap was sufficient to  fit his data over intermediate  temperatures 
for  Nb samples with I? = 200 and  that  the  anomalous results were obtained when r = 400. Tsuda’s obser- 
vations imply  that  the value of A, is reduced by impurity scattering  which mixes the s and d  energy  bands 
(i.e., A, = A, = 3.5). When A, = A , ,  equations (5) and (9) reduce to the usual BCS results for  one energy 
gap. For r = 400, the energy gaps are  apparently partially decoupled.  The  data of Perz  and  Tsuda would 
indicate  that A, = 5 for r = 400. 
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The  existence  of a second  partially  decoupled energy gap in Nb  for  intermediate  punties (I' - 400) 
does not agree with the  data  of Weber [8], whose  sample has a I' of 500 and a single energy-gap value of 3.6. 
The discrepancy between  the  data  of  Tsuda  and  that  of Weber could be resolved if r of Weber's sample  were 
overestimated by a factor  of  two  or three. Weber's constant  normal-state  attenuation an for all temperatures 
T < 9°K indicates that his sample was not as pure as initially indicated. 
The  model derived by  this  study satisfactorily fits  the observed attenuation results for  Nb over a 
wide range of  purity (10 < r < lo4) and  at all temperatures, T < Tc, provided  that A, is considered  a func- 
tion of punty. A similar approach  has been used by  Claiborne  [22]  in  the  ultrasonic  study  of  superconduct- 
ing Sn.  In Claiborne's  analysis, F1 was treated as an  adjustable  parameter to fit  his  data. Likewise, Claiborne 
required large energy gaps (Az 2 16)  to  fit his data  at  intermediate  temperatures. 
E. Attenuation Results for Nb-Mo Alloys - Evidence for a 
Second  Energy  Gap in Nb-Mo Alloys 
The ultrasonic measurements  on  the pure Nb sample  were for qQe = 1. All ultrasonic  measurements 
on Nb-Mo alloys will have qQe << 1 due to  the limiting of Qe by impurity (i.e., Mo) scattering. As discussed 
in  Section I ,  the BCS results for as/an should still apply. 
The  experimental  attenuation  data  for Nb-9%Mo [ 1001 are given in  Figure 1 1, where the  error bars 
represent the  total  estimated  uncertainty.  The  background  attenuation  for  the Nb-Mo crystals  are approxi- 
mately a factor  of 10 greater than an. A BCS curve for A = 4.2 has also  been plotted.  The  experimental 
points deviate  significantly from  the BCS type curve in  two  different  temperature regions t < 0.65 and 
t > 0.92. The effective  energy gap calculated from  the  data  and  presented  in  Figure 12  also shows large 
deviations from  the BCS theory. 
The deviations for t > 0.92  can be explained in terms of a concentration  gradient  of Mo over the 
length of the Nb-9%Mo crystal. The measured midpoint  of  the  transition  temperature curve of this crystal 
is  Tc= 7.01 _+ 0.02 K; the  transition  temperature curve has a width  of  ATc = 0.28 K. Many  researchers of 
superconductivity define Tc as the  temperature  at which the sample is one-half superconducting  and one-half 
normal as measured  by the resistive technique. This study uses the  same  definition  for Tc measurements 
using the inductive technique.  Since  Tc  of Nb-Mo is known as a function of Mo  concentration, ATc  can be 
used to calculate the  concentration  gradient  of Mo. One then  finds  that Tc = 7.0 K corresponds to 9 atomic 
percent Mo, and ATc = 0.28 K corresponds to a  variation of 1 .I percent Mo over the  length  of  the sample. 
That is, the average concentration  of Mo is 9 percent,  but  it varies from  about 8.5 percent Mo at  one  end of 
the crystal to about 9.5 percent  at  the  other  end. These values are  in reasonable agreement  with  an analysis 
furnished  by the supplier who analyzed  samples cut  from  the  two  end faces. 
As previously mentioned, a  linear concentration gradient of Mo can be  used to understand  the 
deviations of  the as/an data  for t > 0.92. The  transition  temperature  of  each  part  of  the crystal will be 
given by 
X 
C L  T = - ATc + TcO 
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Figure 1 1. Superconducting attenuation in Nb-9%Mo [ 1 101. 
Figure 12. Effective energy gap for  two Nb-Mo alloys (Curve a is the BCS theory  for A = 3.52; curve b is the BCS theory  for A = 4.2). 
where TcO is  the lowest Tc corresponding to the highest Mo concentration,  and X  specifies  a given location 
along the  length  of  the sample. If  one assumes for  each part of  the sample that A 2A/kTc  is a constant 
(for some given temperature),  then A can be expressed in  terms  of  the  gradient  of Tc: 
A(X) = A(XATc/L + TC$2 . 
In an ultrasonic experiment,  the  sound wave wil sample an average energy gap < A > along the  length of the 
sample: 
< A >  =( A(X)dx/L = A(ATc/2 + Tc0)/2 . 
This is merely the  definition  of  Tc as the  half-point Tc+  and we conclude  that 
A = 2<A>/kTc% 
Using th i s  formulation,  it is seen  that  for  low  temperature  (T << Tc), the average gap < A >, measured 
ultrasonically,  and the real A for  the material  are  essentially the same. For  temperatures (T  Tc) were the 
gap A is small, the average gap < A > can  deviate significantly from the gap A. In Figure  1 1, the original 
data (given by circles) have been corrected to the new values (given by triangles) to  account  for  the average 
gap. The triangles give better  agreement  between  theory  and  experiment  with A = 4.2. This type  of deviation 
of ultrasonic  data  has been  observed by  many of the  early  experimenters  (1958-1964)  for T Tc in “pure” 
samples. It  now seems  reasonable to attribute  some of these  earlier  discrepancies to  the  rather  impure  “pure” 
materials available at  that  time. 
The deviations from  theory  that have been  observed for Nb-Mo alloys for t < 0.7 are still perplexing. 
It was originally thought  that  the deviation  may be caused by some  unusual occurrence  in  the  experimental 
setup,  such as changes in  the  bond  between  the crystal and  transducer,  the loss of tensile strength  of  the 
CuBe spring at  low  temperatures,  or  the loss of  the system’s vacuum at  the liquid  helium h point.  Additional 
experiments, however,  ruled out these possibilities. The normal-state attenuation was measured to  the  lowest 
obtainable  temperatures by placing the sample in a  magnetic  field,  H > Hc2. As can be seen for Nb-S%Mo [ 1001 
in  Figure 13,  nothing unusual happens to the normal-state attenuation  for t 5 0.35. The conclusion was that 
the rapid  change in  attenuation  for t 2: 0.35 is a superconducting  property of the Nb-Mo alloy  system  which is 
roughly independent  of Mo’concentration and crystallographic  direction. 
The  rapidity  of  the  drop in attenuation  for t < 0.35  and  the lack of any “leveling out” of the  drop 
for  the lowest attainable  temperatures gives evidence of  another energy  gap  developing at t = 0.35.  This could 
occur  only  if  another phase of  the  material were present  with a Tc2  corresponding to  0.35 Tc of  the Nb-Mo 
system. The  zero  of as/% at t = 0.28 can be misleading since as was arbitrarily defined as zero  for  the  lowest 
obtainable  temperature.  This was necessary,  since only  measurements of the relative change in  attenuation 
when the sample  becomes superconducting were being made. Appendix A  explains  in more detail the  method 
of analysing the  attenuation  data. 
The ide? of a second Tc  in  a “dirty”  superconductor is not new. However, it  has  not been  widely 
discussed previously due to  the experimental difficulties of observing a second Tc in a  material. Superconduc- 
tivity is probably  the  only  phenomenon  studied in the  laboratory which is a “perfect”  state  of  matter. By 
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Figure 13. Superconducting  and  normal  electron  attenuation  in Nb-S%Mo [ 1001 
“perfect”  one refers to the fact  that  the electrical resistivity of a superconductor is probably  absolutely  zero 
and  not  just nearly  zero. This being the case, it is almost  impossible experimentally to detect a  second Tc 
in  a  material, since the material with  the first and highest Tc shields our  instruments  from measuring any 
second Tc. This will be true  for  both resistivity and magnetic measurements.  Matthias [26] and his  coworkers 
recently have reported measuring a second phase in P-W materials such as Nb,Sn,  Nb,Al, and V,Si. His 
technique, however, involves destroying  the sample by pulverizing and recompressing the  powder  to  expose 
the  maximum surface  area for  their magnetization measurements. 
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Unlike most  of  the  other  techniques  for  determining  superconducting  properties,  ultrasonic  techni- 
ques  measure  the average bulk  properties of the  superconductor. If Nb-Mo has  a  second  phase, it seems 
reasonable  that  ultrasonic  attenuation  would  detect  this  second phase. 
Thus with  the  conclusion  of  a  second Tc, as = 0 at  t = 0.34 was arbitrarily  redefined,  and  the  ratio 
of as/% for  Nb-9%Mo was recalculated.  The  results  are  shown  in  Figure 14 and are in agreement  with  a 
theoretical BCS type curve with A = 5.43. The  agreement is good over the  entire  temperature range 
0.34 G t < 1 when account  is also taken of the average energy  gap  for  t > 0.9. 
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Figure 14. Superconducting  attenuation  in Nb-9%Mo [ 1 101 after  defining  Tc2. 
3. The value  of A = 5.4, implies  that  A(T = 0) for  the  alloy  equals A(0) for impure  Nb. 
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The same procedure  is  more difficult t o  apply to  the Nb-S%Mo data;  for  unlike  the Nb-%Mo data, 
it is not clear where as should be set  equal to zero. This difficulty arises due to the  strange  broad peaks at  
t = 0.7 and  the even stranger increase in  attenuation  for 0.4 < t < 0.6. For this reason,  the Nb-S%No data 
were not analyzed  in the above manner,  although  the same rapid  drop  in  attenuation was observed for t < 0.4. 
It  is believed the main  difference between  the  data  for Nb-9%Mo and Nb-S%Mo can be understood 
in  terms of annealing. The Nb-S%Mo is an unannealed sample,  and Nb-9%Mo was annealed at  900°C  in  an 
atmosphere  of  99.995  percent  pure  neon  for  one week.  Claiborne [27]  noted  structure  or  absorption peaks 
in his attenuation  data on polycrystals  of  Nb-l%Zr, Nb-2%Zr, and Nb-0.8%Mo. He  attributed this to a density 
modulation  of  the  electronic  free energy and  found  that  the behavior is strongly  dependent on the  strain  and 
defect  content  of  the sample. Claiborne has shown  that  the  amplitudes  of  these oscillations  are greatly reduced 
by annealing. Even in  the annealed  sample of Nb-9%Mo, the  apparent  scattering  of  the  data  for 
0.35 < t < 0.7 is probably caused  by  this effect. However, this is beyond  the  scope of this study  except to 
note  that before  meaningful comparison can be made  between  the energy gaps in  the Nb-Mo samples, the 
Nb-S%Mo should be annealed. 
Additional support  for  the idea of a  second  phase in Nb-Mo can  be  found  from  the velocity data  for 
“pure”  Nb [ 1101. A  small, but  reproducible,  transformation  can be  seen in  the  data  at = 0.47. That t h i s  
“pure” sample contains a  measurable amount  of  impurity  which is probably  Mo can  be seen in  the resistivity 
measurements made on these  crystals at  liquid  nitrogen temperatures.  Mo is usually the main impurity  in 
commercial grades of Nb. Our  measurements indicate that  about 0.1 to 0.3 percent Mo may be found in the 
“pure”  Nb [ 1101  sample which  has a  measured l‘ = 74. 
Likewise, additional  support  for  the idea of a  second T, in Nb-Mo is supplied  by the small disconti- 
nuities seen in the  attenuation dara of Levy [7] on “pure”  Nb [I IO] . Levy’s sample had a  measured resistivity 
ratio  of 8 which is the same magnitude as for  the NbS%Mo studied  here.  The  discontinuities  occurred  at 
t = 0.32  to 0.38. The rapid fall region in this experiment  occurs at  t = 0.35  for Nb-9%Mo and t = 0.38 for 
the Nb-S%Mo. 
F. Summary of Attenuation Results 
In summary,  the results of these attenuation measurements on the Nb-Mo  system are reviewed in 
Figure 15. Figure 15A illustrates the results of the  two energy gaps with one Tc  observed in pure Nb (curves 
a and b  where r = 6 X IO3) .  In contrast  to  the recent theoretical  prediction  of  Chow  [28],  there is no 
experimental evidence of a second  different transition temperature associated with  the second  energy  gap 
observed in pure Nb. Chow, however,  did not take into  account  the possible mixing of  the  electron  states 
due to thermal  phonon  scattering.  The  fact  that  electron  scattering  from  thermal  phonons is a dominate 
process in  pure Nb is evident from  the behavior of  the normal electron  attenuation an at low temperatures. 
The  two energy gaps in Nb change to  one energy gap for impure Nb (curve  c  where r 200) as shown  by 
Tsuda [12]. Only one gap is observed for impure Nb due  to  impurity  scattering  between  the s and d  energy 
bands as discussed by  Garland [23]. 
For large concentrations  of Mo (5 to  10  percent) where < 10, Figure 15B shows that  the  one gap 
of Tsuda (curve c) goes over to  two gaps (curves d and  e) which have in this case two  different  transition 
temperatures,  Tcl  and Tc2. Curve f represents the energy gap for pure Mo. Intuitively,  one would expect 
that curve d is associated with curve c  when Mo is added  to Nb and  that curve e is associated with curve f 
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Figure 15. Energy  gaps  experimentally  observed  in  Nb  and Nb-Mo alloys as a  function of temperature. 
when Mo is enriched  with  Nb.  Therefore,  the  idea  of  two  energy gaps  observed in  Nb  and Nb-Mo is not 
believed to be related.  The  second  energy  gap  observed  in Nb-Mo alloys is believed to be a  second  super- 
conducting  phase  of  the  alloy  associated  with  the  energy gap of Mo when Mo is in  a  solid  solution  of Nb. 
Both of the  energy  gaps  associated  with  curves  d  and  e  are  uncertain  since  the  attenuation  experiments 
could not be performed  at  low  enough  temperatures. 
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SECTION 111. VELOCITY  MEASUREMENTS  AND  ELASTIC  CONSTANTS 
A. Absolute Velocity Measurements 
The  absolute  ultrasonic velocity of each sample was found  by measuring the  transit  time  between 
a pair of echos. A schematic  of the measuring system is shown  in  Figure 16. The  central  part  of this  experi- 
ment is the 5360A Computing  Counter  made  by Hewlett-Packard. This  counter is capable of measuring time 
intervals to  an  absolute accuracy of 1 ns and a relative accuracy of 0.1 ns. For a typical  transit  time  of 10 ps, 
this allows an  absolute  measurement  of  transit ime to  an  accuracy  of 0.01 percent. 
The  above  feature  by itself would  make this  a very valuable measuring system.  The  computing 
counter has, however,  an  additional  feature  which greatly extends  the sensitivity of  the system for measuring 
small changes in  the velocity of sound. By using the small computer  of  the  computing  counter,  one can dig- 
itally average the  transit'time  for 10 to 10 000 measurements, which effectively averages out  the noise and 
jitter  of  our  electronics and extends  the measuring  sensitivities of the  system to 10 ps (i.e., 1 ppm  change  in 
the  transit time). The  technique described  here  represents the  first  time  the same instrumentation was used 
to measure both  the  absolute velocity of  sound  and small  changes  in the velocity of  sound. 
Before  proceeding with a  description of  the  measurement,  it is convenient to define the following 
experimental  parameters: 
2 
measured transit  time  between  echos 1 and 2,  
'in measured transit  time  between  echos i and  n, 
rO true  transit  time, E 2L/vs, 
At  uncertainty  in measured transit  time, r,, - rin , 
tr  risetime of an  echo, 
'n *e peak voltage of echo n, and 
Vtn the trigger voltage for  echo n. 
With these definitions  it is a  simple matter  of  geometry  to  relate  At  to  the various voltages. For triangular 
echos  and a constant risetime, tr,  the  uncertainty in the measured transit  time,  At,  between  echo n and n + 1 
is  given by 
From  equation (14) it can be seen that  At vanishes if the  ratio  of  the trigger voltages can  be set 
equal t o  the  ratio of the  echo voltages. Likewise, At becomes small if the risetime tr becomes small. In this 
system the trigger voltages can be  measured accurately  with a digital voltmeter (0.01 percent). The  only 
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Figure 16. Schematic for ultrasonic velocity experiment. 
uncertainty associated with  the trigger voltages is  the basic uncertainty associated with a Schmidt trigger 
(0.3 percent). The largest  system uncertainty, however, is that associated with  measurement of the various 
echo voltages (1 percent). 
The following  numerical example will give a better  understanding of the  magnitude of At. If one 
assumes 
vtn/vn = 0.10 , 
tr = 500 ns , 
v = 50MHz , 
and 
then At = 0.5 ns = 5 X percent. Later it will be shown that this accuracy has not been achieved but 
that  the  absolute accuracy is 0.2 percent. 
For a  typical experiment,  the  measurements are made  when  the sample is at liquid  helium tempera- 
tures. Transit times 7 i  2, r 1  3 ,  . . . T~~ 1, and r ,  3 ,  r1 . . . r ln  are measured under  two  conditions : ( 1 )  The 
amplifiers  are saturated  to decrease tr and Vtn/Vn  and ( 2 )  With unsaturated amplifiers and  exponential decay 
patterns,  the average ratio < Vn  I/Vn > is measured on an oscilloscope and  Vtn + I/Vt is adjusted  to 
equal  the average < Vn I/Vn > . The results for Nb-S%Mo with 45 MHz longitudinal waves in the 
[ 1001 direction  are given in Table 1. 
It  should be pointed  out  that  each T~~ is a reproducible  measurement within +1 ns, and,  from  the 
above consideration,  the  absolute  uncertainty in transit  time  for  each  measurement in approximately 1 ns. 
Each column in  Table 1 has been averaged and  the  standard deviation is given. Also included in each  column 
is the difference between  the measured transit time for  the given echo  combination  and  the average transit 
time  considering al l  echos. 
From  the  standard deviations, it is immediately obvious that  the measured uncertainties are  a factor 
of 10 to 20 times the  uncertainties of each  measurement.  Indeed,  note  that  each  technique  reproduces  the 
transit  time  to within At = (i) = 20 ns. At the present time, the measured uncertainties are larger 
than the capabilities of  the  instrumentation,  and  the measured uncertainties are always of the  order  of 
or less than  one wavelength. 
Another curious fact  about this experiment is that  the  standard deviations of Column Three are 
always greater than  the  standard deviations of Column Seven. It is also interesting to  note  that  the deviations 
in Column Seven seem to vary in a systematic  way; whereas, the deviations in Column  Three seem to be more 
or less random. 
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TABLE 1. MEASURED TRANSIT TIMES FOR Nb-S%Mo [ 1001 46 MHz LONGITUDINAL (4.2"K) 
Echo Number 
(n-m) 
1-2 
2-3 
3-4 
4-5 
5-6 
6-7 
7-8 
8-9 
9-10 
10-1 1 
11-12 
Avg 
Trim 
(Ps3 
a 
7.591 
7.61 1 
7.614 
7.647 
7.6  24 
7.607 
7.602 
7.628 
7.61 1 
7.61 1 
7.624 
7.615 
- 24 
- 4  
- 1  
32 
9 
- 8  
- 13 
13 
- 4  
- 4  
9 
t 15 
Echo Number 
(n-m) 
1-3 
1 4  
1-5 
1-6 
1-7 
1-8 
1-9 
1-10 
1-1 1 
Avg 
15.205 
22.824 
30.476 
38.107 
45.722 
53.329 
60.964 
68.585 
76.205 
7.6025 
7.6080 
7.6190 
7.6203 
7.6203 
7.6184 
7.6205 
7.6206 
7.6205 
7.6168 
-14.3 
-18.8 
2.2 
4.6 
3.5 
1.6 
3.7 
3.8 
3.7 
? 6.8 
a. All values are averages of 1000 digital measurements with  saturated amplifiers. 
Although  the velocity measurements  are  limited in absolute value to a fraction  of  the  ultrasonic 
wavelength, the  experiment is still accurate  enough to allow for a  relative measurement  of  the phase shift  of 
sound as it is reflected  from  the surface of  the crystal. The  two phase shifts, T and 7 are defined as the 
time  corresponding to a  phase shift  of  the  sound  for  reflection  from  the back  face of  the  crystal  and  the  time 
corresponding to a  phase shift  of  the  sound  for reflection from  the surface of  the  crystal  containing  the  trans- 
ducer,  respectively. If  the faces of the  crystal were perfectly  hard  and  not  in acoustical contact  with  other 
materials, then  elementary wave theory  would  predict a  180-degree  phase shift (= 10 ns  for  50 MHz waves). 
Let us assume that 
Pb Pt 
or, in  general 
‘n, n + 1 = ‘CI ‘pb . 
But must contain an additional term due  to  the phase shift at the transducer rpt; that is, 
and likewise 
or,  in general, 
T~~ = (n- 1) T~ + (n-1) Tpb + (n-2) TPt . 
Combining  equations (1 6 )  and  (1 9), one  finds 
r ln  - ( r I 2  t r2j  t . . .  . . T ~ - ~ , ~ )  = (n-2) TPt . (20) 
The  data  from Table  1, have been plotted  in Figure 17 in  accordance  with  equation (20). The  slope 
of the  straight line is 7 which  is  approximately 6.1 nslecho  or  0.28 ($) /echo.  The  intercept of the 
straight line is n 2.5 and is in reasonable  agreement with equation (20). The  data  for Nb-9%Mo [ 1 101 at 
v = 11 . I  MHz are  also plotted in Figure 14. For Nb-9%Mo, the slope is 18  ns/echo  or  0.20 (+) /echo  and 
the  intercept is n = 2.2. I t  may be concluded,  therefore,  that  the waves undergo  about one-quarter-wavelength 
shift  upon reflection from  the  crystal face containing  the  transducer. 
Pt 
B. Elastic Constants 
The  longitudinal  and  two transverse velocities of  sound were  measured for Nb [ 11 01 and 
and Nb-9%Mo[110] at  4.2”K.  Then,  the velocities were used to  calculate  the elastic constants  of  the 
material  by using the  equations derived by True11 [ 181 : 
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Figure 17. Method for measuring the phase shift at the transducer-sample interface T (Curve a is Pt 
Nb-9%Mo[llO] 11 MHz, 77°K; Curve b is Nb-S%Mo[lOO] 46 MHz, 4.2"K). 
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pVTl = C,,, polarization in [OOI] , 2 
The velocity of  sound was also measured for longitudinal waves in Nb-S%Mo and  Nb along the [ 1001 direction. 
These results  are presented in Table 2. 
The  surprising conclusion to be drawn  from these measurements is that  the elastic constants  of Nb-Mo 
are almost  completely insensitive to  the  concentration  of Mo for  frequencies u z  50 MHz and  concentrations  of 
Mo to 9 atomic  percent. If C, is plotted as a function  of  Mo  concentration,  it varies linearly with  concentra- 
tion  with a  slope of 0.35 percent change  in C, , per atomic  percent  of Mo. The elastic constants of Nb are so 
nearly constant  that  it is difficult  in ultrasonic velocity experiments to tell the difference between  pure  Nb  and 
Nb-S%Mo. 
These results should be compared  with  the drastic  changes in  the  superconducting  properties  of Nb 
when Mo is added to the material. It is found  experimentally  that  the  transition  temperature Tc of  Nb 
decreases linearly with  the  concentration of Mo with a  slope of  three  percent  per  atomic  percent  of Mo. 
Indeed, Mo has 10 times  the  effect on Tc of Nb as on the elastic constants. 
Using the elastic constants  of  Nb [1 1  01 and Nb-9%Mo, the  Debye  temperature ODe was calculated 
using the  Tedorov  method given by Konti  [29]. Here one  finds ODe = 275 f 1 K for  pure Nb compared  with 
ODt = 275 K for  the  latest  experimental  thermal values given by Veal [30]. This agreement seems more than 
just  fortunate, since Konti  obtained good  agreement between ODe and  8Dt  for a large group  of  cubic elements. 
Using the same technique on Nb-9%Mo, the  Debye  temperature was found  to be ODe = 277 f 2 K. If one 
uses the linear extrapolation given by Veal [30], ODt = 297 K.  This  7 percent discrepancy is surprising con- 
sidering the excellent agreement  for  the  pure materials. 
The  discrepancy between ODt and ODe for Nb-9%Mo can probably be understood  in terms of  the 
basic assumptions  made  in  the  theory relating c.. and  8Dt.  The  measurements  of c.. are  for frequencies 
u = IO7 - IO8 Hz and  the  theory assumes no phonon dispersion  over the  entire  frequency range to 
aD = 10’ Hz. Phonon dispersion for u = 10’ Hz is evident from  the dispersion curve of Nb given by 
Baz [31].  Therefore, if there is a  difference between C.. for  Nb  and C.. for Nb-9%Mo, it would be expected 
to  occur in the range u 2 IO* Hz.  This may be understood by  assuming that C.. for Nb-9%Mo  will remain 
fairly constant  until  the measuring wavelength is of the order  of  the distance between  the Mo atoms. This 
would correspond to a frequency u = 5 X 10” Hz. 
‘J 9 
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As a  final  remark on the  constant C.. of Nb-Mo, it is interesting to  note  the  theoretical work of  Hop- 
11 
field [14]  who  extended McMillan’s theory [I31 on Tc  of  elements  and alloys  by noting  that  the Tc of  transition 
element  alloys is limited by the elastic properties  of  the material. The  measurements  made  for this report 
indicate  that no significant correlations  exist  between  the elastic properties  and  Tc  of  the Nb-Mo alloys for 
ultrasonic  frequencies to  50 MHz. 
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Sample 
Nb[llO] 
Nb[l lO] 
Nbb 
Nb-%Mo [ 1 lo] 
TABLE  2.  ELASTIC  CONSTANTS OF Nb AND Nb-9%Mo 
C l  l a  
( 1  0' ' dyneslcm') 
2.503 
2.5 16 
2.527 
2.603 
C, z a  C44a 
(10'  dyneslcm') I (10' dyneslcm') 
1.292 
1.291 
1.332 
1.328 
0.2940 
0.2989 
0.3097 
0.3010 
a. Estimated  absolute accuracy f 1 percent. 
b. K. J. Carrol, J. Appl. Phys., No. 36, 1965, p. 3689. 
Temperature 
(OK) 
77 
4.2 
4.2 
4.2 
8.6420 
8.5715 
8.7627 
w 
w 
C. Small Velocity Changes Associated with Superconducting 
Properties of Nb-Mo Alloys 
The  technique  for measuring small ultrasonic velocity  changes is essentially the same as for  measur- 
ing the  absolute velocity. The measuring  system is triggered by  two  different  echos (typically echos 1 and  lo), 
and  the  measurements  are averaged about 1000 times. For a typical pulse repetition  frequency  of 1 ms, a 
response time  of 1 s is given for  the  instrumentation. 
The  computing  counter is also used to measure the  temperature  of  the sample. Figure 16 shows 
the  electronic  configuration.  The voltage of  the germanium thermometer is converted  to a frequency by 
a voltage-to-frequency converter, and the frequency is read and  printed  by  the  computing  counter.  The 
computing  counter  then takes about  1000 measurements of  transit  time, averages the  data,  and  prints 
the answer. The entire process is under the control of the computer. The data reported here were taken 
in a slightly different  fashion, since the logic for  the  print  circuit was not  completed  at  the  time  of  the 
experiment. The computing counter was used to measure the transit times, but a digital voltmeter was 
needed to measure the  thermometer voltage. 
Figure 18  represents  the  data  for longtiudinal waves at  50 MHz for  Nb[ 1101. The  ordinate represents 
the fractional  change  in transit time Ar/r in parts per thousand (0.1 percent).  From  the  data,  it is evident that 
a total sensitivity of 20 ppm (2 X lo-’) has been  achieved. The  total change  in transit time  for T = 4.2 K to 
T = Tc was 30.6 ns. The  heating  rate  for  the sample was about 1.6 mK/s  which  corresponds to 1.6 mK per 
response time for  the  instrumentation.  It is interesting to  note  that  there is a rapid change in velocity of 
360 ppm within 20 mK of Tc. 
The results for  longitudinal  sound waves in  Nb-9%Mo[  1101 are presented  in Figure 19.  In this case, 
the  ordinate represents the  fractional change in velocity, Av/v in  ppm  (note Av/v = - AT/T). In this case the 
instrumentation  has achieved  a  sensitivity of 1 ppm  which rivals that  of  the sing-around method,  the  only  other 
technique to achieve such sensitivities. 
Little  importance  should be attached  to  the  discontinuities which occur  between 4 and 5 K. They 
are caused by  liquid  helium  flowing onto  the crystal and  the  transducer.  The  first  and largest discontinuity 
(T = 4.7 K) is probably caused  by the change in the phase shift as liquid  helium flows over the  bottom-end 
face of  the crystal. From  the  magnitude of the  effect (20 pprn), it  can be calculated that  the  sound wave 
penetrated  an  additional 0.1 h at  the  liquid  helium  crystal  interface.  The  other  discontinuities are  caused by 
the  liquid  helium flowing  over the  transducer  and  bond. This dramatically  presents  the reason for  the  later 
use of an evacuated system. 
At the  present  time,  there is no theory which attempts to relate  changes in the elastic  behavior 
between  the  superconducting and normal states.  The results  can  be compared  only  with  the free electron 
model of normal electrons developed  by Steinberg [32]. 
For  longitudinal waves with qQe << 1, Steinberg  obtains 
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Figure 18. Fractional change in ultrasonic transit time for Nb[ l  IO] as a function of temperature. 
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Figure 19. Fractional change in  ultrasonic velocity for Nb-9%Mo[ 1101 as a function of temperature. 
where v,, is the velocity of  longitudinal waves when an = 0, and M and m are  the  ion  and  electron masses, 
respectively. The  second  term is the  quadratic is much less than  one;  therefore, 
vs - vo 3a,2 
" - 
vO 8q2 ( 1 + % )  . 
For vF 2.6 X lo' cm/s,  the  term  in  the  brackets is approximately  380.  From  the measured an, we find 
that 
.f 3.4 X 10- Nb-9%Mo 
Av - "
vo (14 X Nb 
These estimates are a factor 100 (Nb) to 2000 (Nb-g%Mo) too small to explain the  data.  The failure  is,  possibly, 
caused by  the  inability  of a classical theory to explain  a  macroscopic quantum  effect (i.e., superconductivity). 
It is believed that  the results can be understood  in  terms  of  an "apparent"  velocity  change  associated 
with the  subtleties  of  such a sensitive experiment. Since the  attenuation  of  the sample is changing at  the  same 
time as the velocity is being measured, these attenuation changes will affect  the velocity  results. In Appendix 
D, this concept is used to  derive the relation between  the change in  the  transit time AT and  the change in  the 
attenuation of the sample Aa: 
AT = 2L (n-m)Aa t - , "tm 
Vm 
where L is the  length of the sample,  n and m  are the  echo  numbers used in the  experiment,  and A a  is the 
change in  the  attenuation.  The effective  risetime of  the echos is tr,  and Vm and Vtm  are the peak voltage 
and trigger voltage of  echo  m, respectively. Using this equation AT for Nb[ 1101 and Nb-9%Mo[ 1101 were 
calculated using an estimated tr = 500 ns and  the measured values of Aa = an. The  error bars plotted in 
Figures 18  and  19 were used to show the estimated uncertainties in tr  and an. Excellent  results  have  been 
obtained. 
Before concluding this chapter,  it  should be noted  that  AT is proportional to tr. In the modified 
sing-around method used by Alers [33], the  apparatus is triggered directly by  the rf pulse. In a 10 MHz  wave 
tr = 25 ns compared  to tr = 500 ns here  which  would give A v/v 60  ppm  for  the  Nb sample used in this 
study. Alers actually  obtained A v/v = 15 ppm  for his Nb sample  which is a factor  of 4 smaller than  the 
above estimate,  but  it  must be remembered, also, that AT is  proportional to an and  the  ratio Vt,/Vm. 
Since these experimental  parameters were not  reported  by Alers, a factor  of 4 difference  can  still be consi- 
dered as reasonable agreement  between  equation  (24)  and Alers' results. The above analysis strongly suggests 
that velocity measurements  must be carefully  analyzed  in terms  of  the  attenuation  of  sound  in  the sample. 
In summary,  the following conckusions and results are presented  concerning  the velocity  measure- 
ments  reported  here: 
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1. The elastic constants in the Nb-Mo system  are  approximately  independent  of  the Mo concen- 
tration;  therefore, Tc is  independent  of  the lastic constants. 
2. The small velocity changes observed in a superconductor  are  related to the  attenuation changes 
through  equation (24). 
3. The digital averaging technique4 can be used to measure  both  the  absolute  and relative  velocity 
of  sound  in solids, where  two  different  experimental  techniques were  previously  required. 
4. The phase shift associated with  sound reflection from  the transducer-sample interface can be 
measured by  the digital averaging technique. 
5. The  theory  that relates OD to  the elastic constants is not successful for  the Nb-Mo alloys. 
SECTION IV. CONCLUSIONS 
The results of a rather extensive  investigation of  the  superconducting  properties  of  Nb  and Nb-Mo 
alloys using ultrasonic techniques have been  presented. I t  has  been  shown  that  the nergy  gap of very pure 
Nb is not as simple as originally found  for  the  impure samples of  the early 1960’s. The need for a detaded 
microscopic theory  to calculate the  transport  properties (i.e., attenuation  measurements)  of  multiband 
superconductors and a possible approach to the  theory (using  a model  which  fits  the  experimental  data of 
Nb)  have  been shown. In fact,  it was found  that  two energy gaps were necessary to explain the  attenuation 
of  sound in pure superconducting  Nb. One of  the gaps, probably associated with  the s electrons, is the 
normal energy  gap given by the BCS theory  with  the value A, = 3.4. The  other gap A, = 10 is a function  of 
the sample punty (i.e., Qe) and is much larger than  that  admitted  by  the BCS theory. 
This research has  shown, also, the need for a modification  of  the BCS theory to account  for energy 
gaps with A > 4. Several theoretical papers  have used the BCS theory  to  calculate  the energy gap of strongly 
coupled  superconductors  and have found A = 4.0 in  the  strong coupling case. A modification  of  the BCS 
theory,  not included here,  has been developed which  removes the  need  to artifically classify materials  according 
to  strong  and weak  coupling. The  theory  reproduces  the BCS results but shows that  other energy gaps are per- 
missible. The results of the calculations indicate  that  the BCS theory can account  for all energy gaps with A G4.0. 
Since many energy gaps have been found  experimentally  with A > 4, the BCS theory as presently  formulated 
is incomplete. 
Measurements of  the  attenuation  of  sound in superconducting single crystals  of Nb-Mo alloys have 
been presented. It has been shown  that  the  interpretation  of  the  data is difficult because of a  second  super- 
conducting phase and a previously reported resonance in superconducting Nb-Mo alloys.  Nevertheless, the 
attenuation  of  sound  in Nb-g%Mo could be understood  by assuming one  energy gap with A = 5.4 and a 
second energy  gap with Tc2 of 0.35 of  the  TcZ  for  the first gap. Ultrasonic techniques  show promise for 
examining the second superconducting phase of  many alloys and  compounds.  The  data  on Nb-Mo alloys also 
indicate  a  need to perform  additional  attenuation  experiments  down to  at least 1 K so that  the  second 
energy gap associated with  the observed second phase of the alloys can be studied. 
We have reported  on  the results of  measurements  of  the elastic constants  of  Nb  and  two Nb-Mo 
alloys. The  technique used to measure the elastic constants shows  promise of providing an easy and  accurate 
4. After completing this report,  the digital averaging technique was extended to include  measurements on  the 
rf with a subsequent  improvement in the accuracy. A discussion of  the  improvements can be found  in 
Reference 37. 
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technique  for measuring both  the  absolute velocities of  sound  and also very sensitive changes  in the velocity 
of  sound  (1 ppm). This ultrasonic  technique is presently being used to study small changes  in the elastic 
constants  of alloy superconductors (10 K < T < 300 K) believed to be associated with  the  Kondo  effect  or 
lattice instabilities. 
The digital averaging technique  is applicable to a wide variety of  experiments  in which the velocity 
of  sound  can  be  studied easily as a function  of a wide range of variables. I t  is necessary only to replace the 
thermometer  with  some  other voltage-sensitive device such as a Hall probe  or  strain gauge. The  experiment 
can be improved  further  by feeding the digital signal from  the  computing  counter  to a  digital-to-analog con- 
verter  which would allow an  automatic  plotting  of  the  data. This technique is being adapted also to two 
practical  engineering  measuring instruments:  (1) a  thickness gauge designed to measure accurate thickness 
and surface uniformities  of materials, and (2) an  accurate  strain gauge used to measure the  strain  of materials 
in a composite engineering structure. 
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center 
National Aeronautics  and Space Administration 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 35812, August  1971 
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APPENDIX  A 
METHOD USED TO  CALCULATE as/an 
In  the  experiment,  the  height Yn was measured in volts of  the  nth  echo as a function  of  tempera- 
ture  of  the  sample.  Although in most  of  the  experiments  the  echo  pattern was strictly  exponential,  the  more 
general case will be  considered where  nonexponential  effects  such as diffraction  and nonparallelism  may  be 
present: 
Yn = Y,f(n)exp (-2Lna) , (A- 1) 
where f(n) is some function used to describe the  diffraction  and wedging effects, L is the sample length,  and 
a is the  total  attenuation  of  sound  due  to all effects. 
Now a may be decomposed  into a background  attenuation aB and  the  attenuation  of  interest: 
“B + “n T > T c  
a = {  
( “B +- “S T < T c  
It is generally assumed that aB is not a function of temperature. For the  present measurements and  most 
measurements in superconductivity, this  seems to be the case. Then, an and as can be expressed as functions 
of  the Y’s: 
Therefore, 
In the BCS theory  and all ultrasonic experiments dealing with superconductors as is assumed to be 
zero at T = 0. Using this boundary  condition, aB is given by 
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I 
f a 
Substituting  equation (A-4) into  equation (A-3) fmally  yields 
Note  that this  derivation involves the following  assumptions: 
1. Any echo  pattern is acceptable as long as it is independent  of  temperature. 
2. Linear  amplifiers  are used to measure Yn. 
3. as = 0 at T = 0 or  at  the  lowest  obtainable  temperature. 
4. The background attenuation aB is dependent  of  temperature. 
A Hewlett-Packard 9100A  computer  with an  X-Y plotter was used to analyze the raw data  taken 
from X-Y plots of Yn as a  function of thermometer resistance. Equation (A-5) was derived for  the case 
when an is independent of temperature  such as for the Nb-9%Mo sample. If an is a  function of temperature, 
as with  the  pure Nb sample,  the more general equation can be obtained by letting Yn(Tc) assume the value 
Yn(Hc2, TI* 
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APPENDIX B 
MATERIAL  CHARACTERIZATION 
Resistivity  Measurements 
The resistivity of  the cylindrical  samples was determined by measuring the voltage drop across the 
sample  due to a known  current traveling through  the sample. The voltage and  current leads  were first  attached 
mechanically around  the sample  by  twisting, and  then  good electrical contact was made  by silver paint. Small 
currents (1 to 100 mA)  were used to reduce  thermal gradients  and  thermal emfs. 
The dc voltage drop across the sample was measured with a Keithly  149  Nanovoltmeter;  four  or five 
voltages were recorded for  each  measurement by repeatedly reversing the  current  through  the sample.  This 
helped to eliminate  the inaccuracies due to  the  thermal  emfs  in  the  circuit.  The  total  uncertainties of the 
measured resistivities are believed to be 1 to 2  percent  for  the  three  different  temperature ranges (300 K, 
77 K, and 8 to  12 K range). 
The above technique provides reliable estimates  of  the resistivity ratios I’ for r < 340. In higher 
r, other voltages in  the circuit were found to experimentally decrease the signal-to-noise ratio  to  unity.  The 
results for  the Tc  and  resistivity measurements p are given in  Table B-1. 
As expected, p for  some given temperature was linearly related to Mo concentration in the alloy 
single crystals  and the slope of  the  concentration curve is dependent  on  the  temperature.  The slope of the 
curve increases as the temperature decreases. Figure B-1 shows A p / p ,  as a function of Mo concentration 
where p, is the resistivity of pure Nb [ 1001 and Ap E p(alloy) - p , .  The  top curve of Figure B-1 represents 
the data  for  measurements  made  at  room  temperature  (300 K) and  the  bottom curve for  liquid nitrogen 
results (77 K). These curves d l  be used in the  next  section  to give an  accurate  indication  of  the  punty  of 
Nb single crystals. 
TABLE B-1. RESISTIVITIES AND Tc OF Nb AND TWO ALLOYS OF Nb-Mo 
~ ~~ 
4 3 0 0  K) P(77 K) 
Sample (pn-crn) (Pn-cm) 
Nb[100] 
2.4 14.0 Nb[llO] 
2.26 13.8 
Nb-9%Mo [ 1 101 6.04 16.4 
Nb”5%M0[100] 4.40 15.3 I r 6,500 74 4.3 11 I TC (K) 9.25 9.13 7.01 8.06 
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T 
Mo COMPOSITION bromic prrernt) 
Figure B-1. Percent change  in resistivity for Nb-Mo single crystals as a function of Mo compositions. 
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Impurity  Content 
m e  Nb[ 1001 and Nb-S%Mo[ 1001 crystals  were obtained  from Reed’ who analyzed similar crystals 
by the  spark emission technique.  The crystals were found to have the following impurities  (ppm  by weight): 
W = 2, Ta = 15, C = 10-15,O = 5,  Mo < 1 ,  and  most  other  metals less than 1 ppm.  Total  impurity  content 
for  the  pure Nb vaned  between 50 and  75  ppm. 
Using the resistivity ratio  from Table B-1 and  the  slope  from Figure B-1 , a  sample  calculation reveals 
a total  calculated  impurity  content  for Nb [ 1001 of 75 pprn  which agrees with  the results of  the spark emission 
technique.  It is indeed gratifying that  the results of  the  acoustic, resistivity,  spark emission and  eddy  current 
[ 181 techniques can be combined to yield consistent results. 
T, Measurements 
The  transition  temperature of each sample was measured  by the  inductive  method. This method 
was employed, since the  dc  method is ineffective for  superconductors  of large diameters (3 to  10  mm)  and 
large resistivity ratios r > 400. In  fact,  for large r it is impossible by  the  dc  method  to  determine  whether 
the sample is normal  or  superconducting. 
The  inductive  technique measures the diamagnetic transition as the sample goes from  the normal 
state to  the  superconducting  state.  The  superconductor is situated in  a  coil whose inductance is measured 
by  a bridge circuit and sensitive lock-in  amplifier. The lock-in  amplifier  provides  tremendously  improved 
signal-to-noise ratios  and  excellent sensitivities. This experiment was capable of detecting a  few  parts  per 
million of a contaminant  superconductor  in  our  superconducting single crystals. For  example,  no unalloyed 
Nb  could be detected in our Nb-Mo alloys. 
As explained in  Section 11, the measured  Tc could be used to calculate both  the Mo concentration 
and  the  concentration  gradients  of Mo in the samples. 
Determination of Qe 
The electron  mean free paths Qe for our  samples were estimated  from  the  equation derived by 
Pippard [34] : 
where pn [a cm] is the  normal  state resistivity, N the  conduction-electron  density,  and S/SF is the ratio of 
the area of the Fermi surface to the area of  the Fermi  surface for a free-electron gas of density N. The usual 
assumption [35] is to  let  S/SF = 0.6 for  the  transition metals. 
5. R. Reed, Private Communication, Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 
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APPENDIX C 
POSSIBLE SOURCES OF ERROR FOR ATTENUATION  EXPERIMENT 
Nonlinear rf Amplifiers 
In  any  attenuation  experiment,  the results are strongly dependenton-the-lin-earity of  the rf  ampli- 
fiers. The  linearity  of  the rf  amplifiers used in this  experiment was checked  by  two  methods: (1) repetition 
of  the  experiment  for various echos'and (2) direct  calibration  of  the amplifiers. 
The  direct  test  for  linearity was accomplished by feeding  a calibrated rf signal directly  into  the 
system at  the  point  normally  occupied by the transducer. All settings for  the  system were the same as for 
the  experiment.  Then  the rf output  of  the amplifiers was read with a  vector voltmeter. No nonlinear 
effects  could be  observed in  the  operating range of  the  experiment to within the calibration  accuracy of 
the  experiment (1 percent). 
Equipment  Calibration 
All apparatus used  in  this experiment was calibrated periodically  (3 t o  6 months) by the MSFC 
calibration  facility. As a double check on the  calibration, each dc instrument was calibrated with known 
standard reference  sources. All instruments  (dc amplifiers, digital voltmeter  and  boxcar  integrator) were 
within their calibration  specifications. 
As discussed in Section 11, the germanium thermometer was calibrated  with respect to a  secondary 
standard germanium thermometer  supplied by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory.  The  thermometer used 
in this experiment  and  other  thermometers  calibrated by the same technique have been used to measure the 
transition  temperature of a  variety of  superconductors  (Nb, V, Sn,  Pb, Pb-Bi alloys, and Nb, Sn). AU the Tc 
agreed with published values for  these materials to within 0.05 K. 
Temperature  Gradients Across the  Sample 
A simple analysis can be used to  show  that  temperature gradients  could be a source of error in rather 
poorly  designated experiments. If the sample is not  properly thermally connected to a large thermal reference 
source (i.e., Cu) and  for large rf power levels (50 mW), the  temperature gradients  across the sample  become 
severe (1 to 5 K/cm). 
An experiment was performed to determine an estimated  temperature  gradient across the sample. 
First,  the effective thermal  conductivity  of  the sample holder was found  by measuring its  temperature 
increase for various known  heat  inputs.  For  heat  inputs of 60 mW or less, the  thermal  conductivity  of  the 
sample holder was found to be 33.7 mW/K. 
As a second  step to the  experiment,  the  temperature rise of the sample due to the rf power was 
measured  as  a function  of  the voltage setting of the rf  source. This  temperature ri>e was then used to find 
the  maximum  heat  input into the sample from  two sources: the  direct rf power, Qrf, and  the  thermal energy, 
QT, delivered to  the sample from  the  center  conductor  of  the coaxial  cable. I t  was found  that Qrf=  0.34 mW 
and QT = 2.8 mW. 
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Using published values [36] for  the  thermal  conductivity  of  Nb  and  assuming  the  worst  possible 
case where all of  the  above  measured  heat is deposited  on  the top surface of the sample,  the  calculated 
maximum  gradient  across  the  Nb  sample  would  be 0.02 K/cm  at  T = 9 K.  This  is  a small gradient  and 
probably  overestimated  by  a  factor  of  three. It is believed that this small  temperature  gradient  would  not 
significantly affect  the  attenuation  measurements.  A  more  detailed  mathematical  analysis  of  the  effect  of 
gradients  across  the  sample  led to  the conclusion  that  the  gradients  would  cause  a slight underestimate  of 
the  energy  gap,  compared  with  the  observed  anomalies in the Nb  sample  which  represent very large  increases 
in the gap. 
Possible  Errors  Associated with Uncertainties 
of the  Echo  Voltage  Measurement 
Using equation (A-5) derived  in  Appendix A, the  total  uncertainty  associated with the  normalized 
attenuation  d a*, due to  the  uncertainties in the  measured  echo  heights  dY, is  given  by 
With the  measured  uncertainties  of  dY/Y < 0.01, one finds that 
da* = f 0.016 at  t 1 
= f 0.006 at t zz 0.5 . 
This uncertainty is a  factor  of 20 too small to  account  for  the  anomalous  behavior  of  the Nb  data. 
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APPENDIX D 
APPARENT  VELOCITY  CHANGES  DUE TO  ATTENUATION  CHANGES 
Consider a material  in  which  there  are  no  true velocity  changes but  only changes in the  attenuation 
of sound. For exponential  echo  patterns,  the voltages of echo  numbers n and m  are related  by  the  attenua- 
tion a: 
Vn/Vm = exp[-2h(n-m)] . (D-1) 
Consider two  superimposed triangular-shaped echos  with a common base tr (rise time)  and heights Vm and 
Vn. The “walk” time tw is defined as the  time‘between  the trigger voltages Vtm  and V, where the  sub- 
scripts  refer to the previous echo  numbers.  The ‘‘walk’’ time tw can be related to  the  appropriate voltages: 
tw = tr (VtnlVn - VtmlVm) . 
Combing equations (D-1) and (D-2) yields 
tw = tr { Vtn - Vtm exp  [-2~ol(n-m)]} IV, . (D-3) 
The  interest  here is not  directly in the “walk” time  but  in  the changes in  the  transit time AT due 
to changes  in the  attenuation Aa. Since a  change in  the “walk” time  Atw is equal  to AT,  a relationship 
connecting AT to  Aa is obtained by differentiating  equation (D-3): 
AT = 2L(n-m)tr Vtm Aa/Vm . (D-4) 
This equation relates “apparent” velocity  changes to k t u d  changes in  the  attenuation of sound in the 
sample. As shown in Section 111, it  accurately describes the measured  velocity  changes in  our samples 
and  correctly  predicts  the  approximate  amount of changes  observed  by other  experimenters using the 
sing-around method. 
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